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Proteins require an optimal balance of conformational flexibility and stabil-

ity in their native environment to ensure their biological functions. A strik-

ing example is spidroins, spider silk proteins, which are stored at extremely

high concentrations in soluble form, yet undergo amyloid-like aggregation

during spinning. Here, we elucidate the stability of the highly soluble N-

terminal domain (NT) of major ampullate spidroin 1 in the Escherichia coli

cytosol as well as in inclusion bodies containing fibrillar aggregates. Sur-

prisingly, we find that NT, despite being largely composed of amyloido-

genic sequences, showed no signs of concentration-dependent aggregation.

Using a novel intracellular hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass spectrome-

try (HDX-MS) approach, we reveal that NT adopts a tight fold in the

E. coli cytosol and in this manner conceals its aggregation-prone regions

by maintaining a tight fold under crowded conditions. Fusion of NT to the

unstructured amyloid-forming Ab40 peptide, on the other hand, results in

the formation of fibrillar aggregates. However, HDX-MS indicates that the

NT domain is only partially incorporated into these aggregates in vivo. We

conclude that NT is able to control its aggregation to remain functional

under the extreme conditions in the spider silk gland.

Introduction

Highly ordered protein aggregates termed amyloid-like

fibrils are a hallmark of several human disorders such as

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, but also a

common feature of some functional protein assemblies,

such as spider silk [1,2]. In both cases, aggregation is dri-

ven by the ability of individual protein segments to
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adopt b-strand conformations and readily assemble into

fibrils, for example, via tight, zipper-like interfaces [3]. It

has been proposed that proteins have therefore evolved

to protect aggregation-prone segments from sponta-

neous self-assembly by trapping them in a specific three-

dimensional fold [4–6]. This ability to ‘self-chaperone’ is

concentration-dependent, as the number of protein

molecules spontaneously exposing aggregation-prone

segments increases with protein concentration [7].

It is therefore remarkable how spider silk, one of the

toughest polymers in nature, is able to control its own

conversion from a soluble concentrated dope into the b-
strand-rich fibres that constitute mature silk [8]. Spider

silk proteins, spidroins, are stored in the sac of the silk

gland at concentrations exceeding 40% w/v as micelle-

like oligomers with helical and disordered conformations

[9–11]. During spinning, the long repetitive regions of the

spidroins are converted into b-sheet crystals connected

by disordered linkers [12]. This process is controlled by a

small C-terminal domain, which likely serves to align the

spidroins and trigger their a-helix to b-strand conversion

[13,14], and a 130-residue N-terminal domain (NT),

which undergoes pH-dependent dimerization and con-

nects the spidroin oligomers [15–22].

Importantly, its role in the spinning process requires that

NT does not undergo aggregation, but retains its dimeric

a-helical conformation. This ability is particularly notewor-

thy as the highly concentrated surrounding proteins are

simultaneously converted into b-strand aggregates.

Although it is not clearly established which conformation

NT has in the mature silk, the pH shift at the end of the

gland’s spinning duct suggests that NT dimerization occurs

at the final stages of the spinning process [14].

To understand how the structure of NT is affected by

crowding and aggregation, we have developed an intra-

cellular hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass spectrome-

try (HDX-MS) approach that enables us to study the

global fold of NT in live Escherichia coli in its soluble

form, as well as in amyloid-like inclusion bodies. We find

that NT, despite containing multiple predicted steric zip-

per segments, is refractory to aggregation even at high

concentrations. The protein adopts a tight conformation

in the cytosol, which serves to protect it from aggrega-

tion, and is partially maintained even when the protein is

linked to a peptide that forms fibrillar aggregates.

Results and Discussion

NT is resistant to concentration-dependent

aggregation

The assembly of spider silk involves the conversion of

soluble spidroins in disordered and a-helical

conformations into b-sheet-rich aggregates, which

manifests itself in a strong propensity to undergo amy-

loid-like aggregation in vitro. As the first step, we

sought to understand how this aggregation propensity

is encoded in the spidroin sequence. We therefore anal-

ysed the distribution of potentially amyloidogenic

regions in the three distinct domains (N-terminal

domain, repeat domain and C-terminal domain) of the

full-length major ampullate spidroin 1 (MaSp1) from

the orb-weaving spider Euprosthenops australis. Amy-

loidogenic regions were predicted using the ZipperDB

server (http://services.mbi.ucla.edu/zipperdb), which

identifies sequence motifs able to form self-complemen-

tary ‘steric zippers’ that are the basis for amyloid-like

aggregation (Fig. 1A) [4,23]. The resulting aggregation

profiles show that the entire MaSp1 sequence is

extraordinarily rich in potentially amyloidogenic

sequences. Approximately 65% of the NT sequence is

predicted to have a high propensity for b-strand aggre-

gation. Notably, these segments are almost exclusively

located in the helical regions of the protein. The repeat

domain shows an even distribution of disordered gly-

cine-rich and zipper-forming polyalanine regions that

closely match its structure in the mature silk fibre. The

MaSp1 C-terminal domain contains multiple self-com-

plementary regions, in line with its ability to form fib-

rils in vitro [14]. Therefore, all MaSp1 domains

contain significantly more steric zipper sequences than

the human and E. coli proteome averages of 18.8%

and 22.0%, respectively, as illustrated by the Zip-

perDB profile of horse heart myoglobin (Fig. 1A) [4].

While aggregation-prone sequences can be expected

in the repeat and CT domains, their presence in the

NT domain is surprising. During the preparation of

recombinant NT, we previously noted that the protein

did not display a tendency to aggregate even at high

concentrations. We tested the maximum achievable

concentration for NT using spin concentrators and

reached 310 mg�mL�1 in phosphate buffer as judged

by absorbance at 280 nm. Notably, we found no signs

of aggregation according to the absorbance at 320 nm

as well as spin separation of soluble and insoluble pro-

tein fractions [15,24].

We used native mass spectrometry to investigate

whether NT is susceptible to nonspecific oligomer for-

mation at high concentrations (Fig. 1B). By recording

spectra under gentle ionization conditions from native-

like solution conditions, it is possible to monitor con-

centration-dependent changes in the oligomeric states

of soluble proteins [25]. MS spectra of 10, 100 and

1000 lM NT at pH 7.5 show a reduction in average

charge from 6.8+ to 6.3+ at the highest concentrations,

but only a negligible increase in dimers. No higher
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oligomers could be observed at the highest protein

concentration. Next, we performed size exclusion chro-

matography of NT at the same concentrations and

observed no concentration-dependent shift in retention

time of NT, indicating that the protein remains mono-

meric also in solution (Fig. 1C). These findings show

that despite its potentially amyloidgenic sequence, NT

is not susceptible to nonspecific self-association and

remains folded even at high concentrations. The

in vitro stability of the NT domain therefore differs

significantly from those of the repeat and CT domains,

despite their similarly high content in aggregation-

prone sequences.

NT adopts a tight structure inside cells

Since the NT domain has evolved to exert its function

in an environment filled with mostly identical proteins,

we then asked how NT is able to protect its aggrega-

tion-prone regions from aberrant interactions under

crowded physiological conditions. The E. coli cytosol

contains up to 40% proteins w/v and has a pH

between 7.4 and 7.6 under normal growth conditions

[26,27]. When overexpressed, nontoxic small proteins

commonly achieve an intracellular concentration above

2 mM and account for about 30% of the total protein

content [28]. Bacterial overexpression of NT thus cap-

tures several features of the native environment of the

silk gland.

We used HDX-MS to compare the global fold of

the NT domain in dilute solutions and inside live

E. coli. HDX-MS measures the exchange of backbone

amide hydrogens for deuterium, providing information

about the backbone structural dynamics and accessibil-

ity [29]. Previous intracellular HDX-MS strategies

relied on embedding cells in acidic matrix to quench

Fig. 1. The highly soluble NT domain contains multiple aggregation-prone segments. (A) Steric zipper profiles of the Eu. australis MaSp1 N-

terminal domain (top), two repeat sequences (second from the top) and the C-terminal domain (third from the top) show a high density of

sequences that are capable of forming steric zippers below the Rosetta energy threshold of �23 kJ�mol�1. For comparison, the steric zipper

profile of horse heart myoglobin, an a-helical protein of similar size, shows less than 30% zipper sequences (bottom). Profiles were

generated using the ZipperDB server (http://services.mbi.ucla.edu/zipperdb). The locations of secondary structure elements are indicated

above the sequence. For the C-terminal domain, the secondary structure is based on homology with the Araneus diadematus CT. Notably,

the aggregation-prone sites coincide with the helical segments of the protein. (B) Native MS analysis of NT in 100 mM ammonium acetate,

pH 7.5, shows a decrease in the average ion charge but no increase in oligomer formation at high protein concentrations. (C) Size exclusion

chromatography of NT was performed at pH 7.5 with protein concentrations of 10, 100 and 1000 lM. The resulting chromatograms show

no notable shift in oligomeric state at any concentration.
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the exchange and ionize the analyte using laser desorp-

tion [30]. However, this approach has limitations com-

pared to nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) which

allows top-down sequencing of the labelled proteins.

Capitalizing on recent developments in the mass spec-

trometric analysis of overexpressed proteins directly

from bacterial lysates [31,32], we developed a strategy

where bacteria containing the overexpressed protein

are diluted in > 100-fold excess of deuterated buffer to

initiate labelling, while maintaining the physiological

pH range to avoid distortion of the pH homeostasis of

the bacteria. Deuterium penetration of E. coli under

standard conditions occurs on the timescale of sec-

onds, as judged by NMR and MS measurements

[30,33]. After a fixed time, the labelling reaction is

quenched by lysis of the bacteria in cold acidic buffer.

The labelled protein is extracted from the lysate by

centrifugation and then directly infused into a high-

resolution mass spectrometer to measure deuterium

incorporation with isotopic resolution (Fig. 2A). For

quenching and lysis, 10% formic acid was used. While

the resulting pH of 1.8 of the bacterial lysate is below

the optimal quenching pH of 2.2, these conditions

were found to enable the detection of the soluble and

insoluble proteins used in this study (see Methods).

nESI-MS spectra of full-length NT in quenched bac-

terial lysates closely match those of the purified protein

under denaturing conditions. When the cells were incu-

bated for 1–60 min in deuterated PBS followed by

quenching and lysis, we readily observed time-depen-

dent deuteration. Interestingly, for short labelling times

(2 and 5 min), we observe broadening of the isotope

distributions, suggesting some conformational hetero-

geneity (Fig. 2B). To be able to compare the deuterium

uptake of intracellular NT to that of the purified pro-

tein, we recorded global HDX-MS of pure NT using

similar dilution factors and the same quenching and

sonication protocol as for intracellular labelling (see

Methods). Importantly, deuteration of the purified

protein was carried out at pH 7.5, matching the pH

inside the cell. The purified protein reaches near-com-

plete deuteration within 10 min, in good agreement

with previous studies [16]. The intracellular protein, on

the other hand, exhibited significantly reduced deu-

terium uptake, reaching maximal labelling after 30 min

and incorporating a total of 70 deuterons (Fig. 2C).

Next, we performed top-down sequencing of purified

and intracellular NT after 5 min of deuteration by sub-

jecting the protein to electron-transfer dissociation in

the absence of collisional activation to prevent scram-

bling of the backbone hydrogens [34]. In this manner,

we could obtain well-resolved peaks for fragments cov-

ering the 33 N-terminal residues of NT and calculate

the average deuterium uptake per residue for each

fragment (Fig. 2D). Comparison with unlabelled NT

revealed that the N-terminal helix indeed becomes

more protected in the intracellular protein (Fig. 2E).

The increasing protection of the NT backbone from

amide hydrogen exchange suggests that the protein

adopts a tight fold in the cytosol. Negatively charged

proteins can exhibit increased conformational stability

due to charge repulsions with their environment

[33,35]. We speculate that the negatively charged NT

may behave in a similar manner under crowded

cytosolic conditions. The ability to undergo structural

tightening in the cell is therefore encoded in the pri-

mary structure [36]. Although the effect likely is non-

specific, it reduces the ability of NT to expose

amyloidogenic segments and could in this manner

increase its resilience to aggregation.

Fibril formation mediated by an exposed

amyloidogenic sequence does not result in

global NT aggregation

To test the conformational stability of NT inside cells,

we asked whether adding an exposed unstructured

amyloidogenic sequence can drive the protein into

aggregation. We therefore fused the D40K/K65D NT

variant (NT*), which does not dimerize at low pH

[24], to the amyloid b 1–40 (Ab40) peptide separated

by an enzymatic cleavage site (Fig. 3A). NT* was cho-

sen since it yields higher expression levels than NT

[24,37] and thus enables detection of the fusion protein

in the bacterial lysate. Importantly, NT* has the same

structure and charge as the wild-type protein [24].

While both variants were found to have similar solu-

bility in E. coli, we have used the isolated NT* domain

for solubility studies [24]. Monomeric Ab40 is disor-

dered in solution and readily forms b-sheet fibrils

under physiological conditions and in the E. coli cyto-

sol [38]. We expressed NT* with the C-terminal Ab40
extension and an 8-residue connecting sequence in

E. coli and compared its solubility to free NT*

expressed under identical conditions. To test whether

Ab40 induces the formation of fibrillar aggregates, we

added the b-sheet-specific dye thioflavin T (ThT),

which increases its fluorescence yield upon binding to

amyloid-like aggregates, to lysates of cells expressing

either NT*, NT*-Ab40 fusion protein or Met-Ab42 as

positive control (Fig. 3B). The resulting fluorescence

emission spectra reveal the presence of b-sheet struc-

tures in the NT*-Ab40- and the Met-Ab42-containing
lysates. To confirm that NT*-Ab40, but not NT*,

indeed forms intracellular aggregates, we prepared the

insoluble fractions of cells expressing either NT* or
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the NT*-Ab40 fusion protein. SDS/PAGE analysis

shows the formation of inclusion bodies composed of

NT*-Ab40 (Fig. 3C). Since the NT domain and the

Ab40 peptide are separated by an enzymatic cleavage

site, we then added the tobacco etching virus (TEV)

protease to the inclusion bodies. We observed that the

enzyme is readily able to release NT* from the aggre-

gates, suggesting that the cleavage site in the fusion

protein remains partially accessible (Fig. 3D).

Together, these results indicate that the addition of an

unguarded amyloidogenic sequence can drive amyloid-

like aggregation when attached to NT*.

Fig. 2. Intracellular NT adopts a tight fold. (A) Schematic representation of the in-cell HDX-MS strategy. Live Escherichia coli overexpressing

NT are suspended in deuterated PBS. At each time-point, the exchange is quenched by addition of 10% formic acid, the cells are lysed by

sonication, and the soluble fraction is isolated by centrifugation and subjected to direct MS analysis. (B) Overlaying the 10+ charge state in

mass spectra of NT deuterated for 0–60 min inside live E. coli shows how the protein shifts to the higher m/z region with increasing

incubation time, indicating time-dependent deuteration. (C) Absolute deuterium uptake of purified NT (black circles) and NT in live E. coli

(grey circles) plotted against deuteration time shows slower and lower labelling of the intracellular protein. Error bars indicate standard

deviations (n = 6). (D) Deuterated NT was subjected to top-down sequencing by ETD to reveal the local deuterium uptake in the N-terminal

region of NT. ETD fragments covering residues 1–10, 1–15 and 1–25 show slower deuterium uptake in the intracellular protein than in the

purified protein. (E) The relative difference in deuterium uptake between purified and intracellular NT after 5 min of deuteration in solution

and inside cells was calculated from the ETD fragments and mapped on the protein structure using UCSF CHIMERA [45]. The colour shift from

yellow (no difference protection) to red (increased protection inside cells) shows increased protection of helix 1 in the intracellular protein.
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Next, we used intracellular HDX-MS to assess

whether amyloid-like aggregation involves the entire

fusion protein. To directly compare the deuterium

uptake of the aggregated NT*-Ab40 to that of soluble

NT, deuterium labelling, quenching and MS analysis

were performed using a 1 : 1 mixture of cells express-

ing either NT or the fusion protein (Fig. 4A). At each

time-point, the difference in deuterium incorporation

between the two proteins was determined from the

shifts of their peaks in the same MS spectrum

(Fig. 4B). However, it should be noted that the NT*-

Ab40 fusion protein gave weaker MS signals than the

NT domain, indicating lower solubility. Despite being

a total of 48 residues longer, the NT*-Ab40 fusion pro-

tein exhibited slower deuterium uptake and incorpo-

rated up to 20 deuterons less than NT alone (Fig. 4C).

The significantly higher protection suggests that the

protein is partially inaccessible for deuterium labelling.

However, since we are able to cleave the fusion protein

inside inclusion bodies (Fig. 3D), we speculated that

the protein is only partially incorporated into the

aggregates. To gain more insights into the role of the

NT domain on aggregation, we first performed intra-

cellular HDX of Met-Ab42. Met-Ab42 is completely

incorporated into fibrillar inclusion bodies in E. coli

and can therefore serve as a comparison for the degree

of labelling expected for a fully aggregated peptide

[39]. Indeed, we observed nearly no deuterium incor-

poration, suggesting near-total protection from

exchange (Fig. 4D). The deuterium uptake of the

NT*-Ab40 fusion protein is thus intermediate between

the soluble NT domain and the fully aggregated Met-

Ab42 peptide. To test this, we performed top-down

sequencing of NT*-Ab40 following 5 and 30 min of

deuteration. Due to the lower signal intensity com-

pared to soluble NT (Fig. 4B), we were not able to

obtain sufficiently intense MS signals for peptides

beyond residue 15 at the beginning of helix 1. How-

ever, analysis of the deuterium uptake in this region

shows lower deuterium incorporation compared to the

nonaggregated protein, as well as a time-dependent

increase in labelling (Fig. 4E). This is particularly

Fig. 3. An unguarded amyloidogenic segment triggers fibril formation but not NT aggregation. (A) Predicted structure of NT*-Ab40 (red) with

the ZipperDB profile of the C-terminal Ab40 sequence indicated. (B) Cells expressing NT*-Ab40 but not NT* only stain positive for b-sheet

aggregates. Lysates from 1 mL of cells expression NT*-Ab40 or NT* were subjected to fluorescence measurements with the amyloid-

specific dye ThT. Fluorescence was detected in the lysate from cells expressing the NT*-Ab40 fusion protein (red line), but not NT* alone

(grey line). The ThT fluorescence of cell lysate containing Met-Ab42 is shown as a positive control (dashed red line). (C) SDS/PAGE of the

soluble (sol) and insoluble (insol) fractions of Escherichia coli expressing either NT* or NT*-Ab40 shows that the fusion protein is located in

inclusion bodies. A representative example from two repeats is shown. (D) Inclusion bodies composed of NT*-Ab40 can be cleaved with

TEV protease. Inclusion bodies were prepared from the bacterial lysate and mixed with TEV at a 1 : 1 or 1 : 2 ratio (w/w) and incubated for

2 h. TEV was able to cut the aggregated fusion protein at the specific cleavage site between NT* and Ab40 to release free NT*. A

representative example from two repeats is shown.
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noteworthy as the region in question is mostly unstruc-

tured in solution, and may indicate a generally low

penetration with deuterated solvent.

Taken together, we conclude that decreased deu-

terium uptake in the fusion protein relative to NT

alone is due to multiple factors. Comparison with

Met-Ab42 suggests that aggregation of the unguarded

Ab40 moiety drives the fusion protein to form ThT-

positive inclusion bodies. The juxtapositioned NT

domain, on the other hand, remains partially accessi-

ble to enzymatic cleavage, but displays a lower degree

of deuterium labelling than the free protein. Consider-

ing the tendency of NT to tighten its fold under

crowded conditions, it therefore appears possible that

folded NT domains are buried in the large amorphous

inclusion bodies, resulting in an intermediate labelling

regime compared to soluble NT. It is also possible that

the NT domain unfolds and is partially converted in

an amyloid-like state, but this would likely result in

inaccessibility for enzymatic release of the entire NT

domain. In either case, the presence of the NT domain

results in partially accessible and structured

Fig. 4. Differential HDX-MS of intracellular NT*-Ab40 aggregates. (A) The strategy for comparative intracellular HDX-MS. Labelling is

performed on a 1 : 1 mixture of bacteria expressing either NT or NT*-Ab40, with the subsequent steps as in Fig. 2A. The difference in

deuteration between the two proteins is calculated from the same MS spectrum at each time-point. (B) The mass spectrum of the lysate

from a 1 : 1 mixture of bacteria expressing NT or NT*-Ab40 shows that both proteins can be detected, but with lower signal intensity for

NT*-Ab40. (C) Subtracting the absolute deuterium incorporation of NT from that of NT*-Ab40 at each time-point shows that the fusion

protein is deuterated slower and incorporates 20 D less than the NT domain alone, suggesting that the aggregated fusion protein is

significantly more protected from exchange. (D) Intracellular HDX-MS of Met-Ab42, which is fully incorporated into amyloid-like fibrils, shows

low levels of deuterium incorporation even after 90 min. (E) Top-down analysis of unlabelled NT*-Ab40 (top) and following 5-min (middle) or

30-min (bottom) intracellular deuterium labelling. The ETD fragments show that the N-terminal 15 residues of NT*-Ab40 take 30 min to

reach the same degree of labelling as intracellular NT after 5 min (shown as grey traces).
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intracellular aggregates, providing a possible rationale

for its stabilizing effect when used as an expression tag

for poorly soluble peptides [24,37].

Implications for the structure of NT during silk

spinning

Although the role of NT as cross-linking domain dur-

ing silk spinning is well-established, its structure in the

mature silk has not been elucidated. NMR studies on

silk spun from an artificial mini-spidroin composed of

the N- and C-terminal domains as well as two repeat

units recently indicated that the NT domain retains its

dimeric structure in the fibre [40]. Remarkably, the

low-end pH during which NT dimerizes is reached

only in the distal region of the spinning duct, shortly

before extrusion of the silk [14]. At this stage, the spi-

droin dope is already highly concentrated and exposed

to significant shear force, yet NT needs to remain

folded and able to undergo specific structural changes

in order to exert its function [19,20]. In vitro, NT

dimerization is unaffected by concentrations as high as

1 mM [19]. In line with these requirements, we have

found that NT can still dimerize in a pH-dependent

manner at high concentrations [19], which is particu-

larly remarkable considering its high content in poten-

tially amyloidogenic segments. A possible explanation

is provided by our observation that NT adopts a tigh-

ter 3-dimensional fold in response to the crowded

intracellular environment. This ability reduces the

exposure of aggregation-prone sites and thus lowers

the chance of self-association as the protein concentra-

tion increases [7]. Importantly, NT also needs to be

able to rapidly undergo pH-induced conformational

changes [41] and likely uses the extremely high

methionine content in its sequence to retain the

required structural plasticity without comprising stabil-

ity [42]. The ability of NT to safeguard its aggrega-

tion-prone segments under crowded conditions gives

rise to its extreme solubility and is therefore a prereq-

uisite for its function in silk assembly.

Methods

Chemicals

All reagents were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO,

USA) unless noted otherwise.

Protein expression and purification

BL21(DE3) cells were grown to an OD600 of 0.7 at 30 °C.
Expression of NT, NT*, NT*-Ab40 or Met-Ab42 was

induced from a T7 promotor by adding 1 mM IPTG and

carried out for 18 h at 20 °C. NT was purified as described

previously [19].

Size exclusion chromatography

Purified NT was diluted to 10, 100 and 1000 µM in running

buffer (20 mM NaPi, 154 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5)

and applied on a Superdex 75 Increase 10/300 GL column

(GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) using a 250 µL loop.

Elution of protein was followed by measuring the absor-

bance at 280 nm. Blue Dextran 2000 was applied to deter-

mine the void volume. SEC curves have been individually

corrected for their baseline and normalized for their respec-

tive maximum.

Thioflavin T fluorescence

One millilitre of cells expressing either NT*, NT*-Ab40 or

Met-Ab42 was collected at an OD600 of 2.0 by centrifuga-

tion at 3000 g for 2 min. Pellets were washed and resus-

pended in 1 mL cold PBS and cells lysed by sonication

(1 min total, 1-s on, 1-s off, amplitude 40%). ThT was

added from a 1 mM stock solution to a final concentration

of 5 lM to 100 lL lysate in black Corning Costar 96-well

plates with clear flat-bottom wells (Corning, NY, USA).

Fluorescence emission spectra were recorded on a Tecan

Spark 20M multimode spectrofluorometer (Tecan Instru-

ments, M€annedorf, Switzerland). Excitation wavelength

was 450 nm with a 1 nm bandwidth, and emission was

recorded between 470 and 550 nm in 2 nm steps with 5 nm

bandwidth and an integration time of 40 ls.

Preparation of inclusion bodies

One millilitre of E. coli culture expressing either NT* or

NT*-Ab40 was collected by centrifugation at 3000 g for

2 min, and the supernatant was discarded. The pellet was

resuspended in 1 mL 10 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.5. Cells were

lysed by sonication on ice (1 min total, 1-s on, 1-s off,

amplitude 40%), and the insoluble material was separated

by centrifugation for 8 min at 21 000 g and 4 °C. Inclusion
bodies were further purified through three additional

rounds of sonication and centrifugation [43].

TEV cleavage

One millilitre of E. coli culture expressing NT*-Ab40 was

collected by centrifugation at 3000 g for 2 min, and the

supernatant was discarded. The pellet was resuspended in

1 mL 10 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.5. Cells were lysed, and the

insoluble material was separated as described previously.

Fusion protein cleavage was initiated in 10 mM Tris and

100 mM NaCl buffer, pH 7.5, by adding TEV protease

(T4455 Sigma) at 1 : 2 and 1 : 1 ratio (TEV : protein w/w).
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Samples were incubated for 2.5 h at 30 °C and analysed

with SDS/PAGE.

Hydrogen/deuterium exchange

For intracellular HDX, cells from 1 mL of E. coli culture

expressing either NT, NT*, NT*-Ab40 or Met-Ab42 were

collected at an OD600 of 2.0 by centrifugation at 3000 g for

2 min. The pellet was resuspended in 1 mL deuterated PBS

and incubated at room temperature. Following incubation

for 1, 5, 10, 30 or 60 min, the cells were pelleted for 2 min at

3000 g at 4 °C and resuspended in 700 lL quenching solu-

tion on ice. In order to most efficiently quench the exchange

and be able to directly infuse the quenched lysate into the

MS by nano-ESI, we tested different ratios of H2O/formic

acid. Due to the presence of large amounts of cell debris in

the lysate, low amounts of formic acid (0.2%) resulted in a

pH close to 4.0 leading to protein precipitation and poorly

resolved spectra (data not shown). For NT and NT*, 1%

formic acid yielded well-resolved MS spectra; however, we

found that when using the same quick sonication protocol,

NT*-Ab40 or Met-Ab42 from inclusion bodies could only be

detected at formic acid concentrations of 10% or higher.

Since the rate of back exchange depends on the pH of the

quenching solution, we therefore performed the quenching

reactions for all proteins in this study in 10% formic acid in

order to be able to directly compare deuteration. After

quenching, cells were immediately lysed by sonication on ice

(1 min total, 1-s on, 1-s off, amplitude 40%) and the debris

was removed by centrifugation for 8 min at 21 000 g and

4 °C. Four microlitre of supernatant was then loaded into a

borosilicate capillary (Thermo, Waltham, MA, USA) and

directly infused into the mass spectrometer. For HDX of

purified NT, 4 lL of 3 mM NT stock solution in 20 mM

phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, was diluted in 36 lL deuterated

PBS and incubated at room temperature for 1, 5, 10, 30 or

60 min, as well as 24 h as end time-point. Exchange was

quenched by adding 460 lL 10% formic acid to a final pro-

tein concentration of 3 lM. The quenched purified protein

samples were then subjected to the same centrifugation and

sonication regime as the cell lysates. The total handling time

from adding quenching solution to MS analysis was kept

constant at 14 min for all proteins and conditions.

Mass spectrometry

Deuterium-exchanged proteins were directly infused into an

Orbitrap Fusion Mass Spectrometer (Thermo) using an off-

line nanospray source. The mass spectrometer was operated

in intact protein mode. The capillary voltage was 1.7 kV,

and the source temperature was 80 °C. Spectra were acquired

in the Orbitrap mass analyser operated at a resolution of

120 000 at m/z 200 between m/z 1000 and 6000 and analysed

using the EXCALIBUR software package (Thermo). For top-

down analysis, the 10+ charge state of NT was selected in the

quadrupole region of the mass spectrometer. Fragmentation

was performed by electron-transfer dissociation in the ion

trap with a reaction time of 50 ms and no additional colli-

sional activation to prevent backbone hydrogen scrambling.

Protein fragments were detected in the Orbitrap between m/z

100 and 2000 and manually assigned using the theoretical

fragmentation calculated by the ProteinProspector server

(http://prospector.ucsf.edu). The average deuteration for each

residue was calculated as described [44].

For native MS of NT, 30 µL of 3 mM NT stock solution

in 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, was buffer-exchanged

into 1 M ammonium acetate, pH 7.5, using 0.5 mL Zeba

Spin columns (Thermo) and diluted to final concentrations

of 1000 µM, 100 lM or 10 lM in 1 M ammonium acetate.

Protein solutions were directly infused into a Waters LCT

ToF Mass Spectrometer equipped with an off-line nanos-

pray source and modified for intact MS of large protein

complexes (MS Vision, Almere, The Netherlands) using

coated borosilicate capillaries (Thermo). The capillary volt-

age was 1.5 kV, the source temperature 20 °C and the cone

voltage 100 V. The source pressure was maintained at

1.2 mbar for maximum collisional cooling. Spectra were

acquired between m/z 1000 and 20 000 and analysed using

MASSLYNX 41 (Waters, Elstree, UK).

Protein structures were visualized using UCSF Chimera

[45].

Protein sequences

NT: MGHHHHHHMSHTTPWTNPGLAENFMNSFMQ

GLSSMPGFTASQLDDMSTIAQSMVQSIQSLAAQGRT

SPNKLQALNMAFASSMAEIAASEEGGGSLSTKTSSIA

SAMSNAFLQTTGVVNQPFINEITQLVSMFAQAGMN

DVSA

NT* (mutations in bold): MGHHHHHHMSHTTPWTN

PGLAENFMNSFMQGLSSMPGFTASQLDKMSTIAQS

MVQSIQSLAAQGRTSPNDLQALNMAFASSMAEIAAS

EEGGGSLSTKTSSIASAMSNAFLQTTGVVNQPFINEIT

QLVSMFAQAGMNDVSA

NT*-Ab40 (TEV cleavage site underlined, Ab40 in italics):

MGHHHHHHMSHTTPWTNPGL AENFMNSFMQGLS

SMPGFTASQLDDMSTIAQSMVQSIQSLAAQGRTSPN

KLQALNMAFASSMAEIAASEEGGGSLSTKTSSIASA

MSNAFLQTTGVVNQPFINEITQLVSMFAQAGMNDV-

SAGNSENLYFQDAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAEDVG

SNKGAIIGLMVGGVV

Met-Ab42: MDAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAEDVG

SNKGAIIGLMVGGVVIA
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